The house and they were all cut down and that is all they do. They take some of these new logs and cut them out and start them a cutting and to tell them to cut Evey thing clean as they go and by night you know that they must get over quite a lot of ground by night for they only fall the trees and leave them. They are cutting trees on roads down right beside our camp yesterday they cut a site of about 4 acres in one day and in Yonkeria they are a doing the same and they are planting gardens on Evey high spot of ground that they can find and it seems they have got a couple hundred men in the rear of our camp last evening the 16th passed over Chem Bridg you are a doing need send them on but some of them come here now for to make money than Evey thing else for all the money that is in our Company is what our last Recruit brought in. Then that is the whole of their Bounty or part and if you ever want to get a dollar or two once you get to give them an order on the Paymaster and if you get 20 dollars of one of them and had to give him an order on the Paymaster for that is the way they can get money here and when I Enlisted they told me.